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Amateurs football in Austria
The 3rd league is the first amateurs league with three seasons

Downwards the 4th league the system is different in all nine states

Region league east Region league
centre

Region league
west

3rd

League
3*16 clubs

Vienna
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Lower
Austria

16 clubs

Burgenland

16 clubs

Carinthia

16 clubs
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16 
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Upper
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Salzburg
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Tyrol

16 
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Vorarlberg

14 clubs

4th

League



Diet and life of a professional footballer
no fats, sugar or salty snacks

lots of carbohydrates (especially for their endurance)

2 litres of water every day

train nearly every day (about 3 – 4 hours)

1 – 2 times fish a week

total focus on your career (no parties and almost no alcohol)



Basketball in general

•Played in a hall

•Each team - 5 players & not more

than 7 changing players

•Not a disembodied sport

•Invented in1891 by an Canadien

coach

•According to FIBA about 450 million

people play basketball worldwide

•Playground equipment: basketball

and a basket



Basketball in our school

Our school basketball team is very 

successful:

• In the year 2014 we came on the 3rd place at 

the federal championship

• Two years later, i. e. 2016 we came on the 2nd

place at the federal championship 2016



Ice Hockey
•full contact team sport

•two teams of six players per side : one

• goaltender and five players

•equipment: puck, hockey sticks, skate, pads, helmet and trikot

•The five players try to take the puck and score a goal against the opposing team.



Further facts about Ice Hockey
•most popular in North America, northern and eastern Europe

•national winter sport of Canada

•National Hockey Leaugue highest level of hockey in America

•Kontinental Hockey League  highest level of hockey in Russia



Skiing
•Roots in Norway

•1920s: First Skiclubs in Tirol (Austria)

•1950s: skiing gets a popular sport

•1967: first season of the Alpin Ski Worldcup

•1990s: invention of the carving skis



Alpine Ski Racing
•olympic discipline

•5 disciplines:
• Super-G

• Giant Slalom

• Slalom

• Combined

• Downhill



Technique

Giant slalom technique:
The „original technique“ of
Alpine skiing. The athlet is
driving around Gates in a radius of about
40 meters. Using modern carving skis
it´s important to use the edges of the skis
as much as possible. Most skiers use
this technique also on casual tourist
ski slopes.



Snowboarding
•Snowboarding is a sport that is much like skiing.

• A person stands on a snowboard and rides down a mountain covered with snow

•A snowboard is a flat board with bindings that hold your feet in place while gliding 
down the mountain

•It is different from skiing because both feet are on one board - like surfing

•Some snowboarders like to ride over jumps and do tricks



Origin of Snowboarding
•The snowboard was born in the seventy's through the imagination of several different Americans.

•The original idea was born in 1965 through Sherman Poppen. He invented the ‘’snurfer ‘’, which was 
made of two skis fixed together, as a gift to his daughter. It soon became very popular, so he licensed 
it to the Brunswick Corporation who sold about a million over the next 10 years.

•In the mid 1970's Dimitrije Milovich created a snowboard inspired by the surfing board called the 
'Winterstick'. Finally, in 1977 Jake Burton Carpenter helped by Tom Sims and Chuck Barfoot created 
the first snowboard model, which made them very rich.

•During the eighty's, the sport became very popular. In 1982 the first National Snowboard race was 
held in Vermont at Suicide Six. The number of windsurfering and snowboarding stations grew very 
fast everywhere there was snow and mountains.

•Snowboarding was first recommended to join the Olympic program in 1996 by the Olympic council in 
Atlanta. Two years later, some competitions like the Big slalom and the Half-pipe took place in The 
Olympic Nagano games.



Equipment
•Snowboarders must wear hot and good quality clothes against the cold 
temperature. 

•They wear also some ski goggles to protect their eyes from reflection of the sun 
on the snow, against the snow and the wind that can be very hurtful. 

•It is essential to have a good view during the ride. The board that they used has 
to be fitted by squares on all its length that allow snowboarders to practice this 
sport even if there is not a lot of snow. 

•Also, the snowboard is equipped with binding to provide snowboarders solidity 
and stability. The security attach have to be firmly tied on the binding and clip 
on one of your boots adapted to this sport. 

•Wearing a helmet is strongly recommended.



Positions
•There are two possible positions on the board

•First of all, there is the regular one. With this position, your right foot is placed in the back. 

•The second one is called goofy where you have to put your left foot in the back. The choice 
between those two positions is personal to everyone

• Contrary to what everybody can thinks, goofys are not necessary left-handed or regulars right-
handed

•In fact, seventy-five percent of the people are regulars. Because the board make a curve in the 
front and in the back, it can glide on the two sides

•In addition, the board called twin-tips is perfectly symmetric, so it allows windsurfers to glide in 
switch (when the favorite foot is in the back) or in normal-foot (when the favorite foot is in the 
front)



Swimming
•counts as both cardio and strenght training

•increases your ability to effectively use oxygen
• increases your endurance capacity

• makes you a better runner

•ideal sport after recovering from an injury

•brings on feelings of calm / releases stress

•hits otherwise underworked muscles



Tennis

•a game played on a rectangular court

•two players or two pairs of players

•players equipped with rackets

•a ball is driven back and forth over a low net

•the net divides the court in two halves



•professional tennis player

•born on the 3rd of  September in 1993 in Wiener Neustadt

•has an ATP high ranking of world No. 7 (achieved on 6 June 2016)

•has won seven singles titles on the ATP Tour

Juniors - reached an ITF Junior world ranking of No. 2 (combined singles and doubles)

2013 - Thiem received a wild card to the main draw in the 2013 Bet-at-home Cup Kitzbühel

2014 - first ATP final

2015 - three ATP titles

2016 - four ATP titles, French Open semifinal, top-10 ranking

Dominic Thiem:                               
Austria´s great tennis hope



Sports in daily life

•For a healthy lifestyle it is important to do sports everyday but 

many people claim that they don’t have enough time.

•How many calories you need to burn depends on your age and on 

what you eat.

•You can find calorie-calculators in the Internet.

•It is recommended to do about 8000 steps every day.



How to involve sports in your daily life:

•If it is possible avoid using the car. Instead you could walk or ride a bike.

•Do not use elevators.

•Pay attention to your posture! Standing upright can help to reduce stomach fat 

and to strengthen your back muscles



Tobogganing
•3000 m long toboggan run on the Koralpe

•1700 m long sleigh run at Weberwirt in St.Gertraud on the Weinebene 

•You should wear warm clothes, good shoes and a helmet to protect yourself

•Take care of other people like pedestrians and car drivers on the run

•You train your leg muscles when you rein or corner during your ride

•You also train your trunk muscles

•You burn 250 kcal/hour



Health Benefits of Running
•Weight loss: burning fat and calories during a running session

•Blood clotting: running helps to improve blood clotting

•Diabetes: helps to maintain a balanced amount of carbohydrates and sugar in the blood

•Stroke: maintains the health and cleanliness of blood vessels

•Immune System: Running is also well known for strengthening the immune system

•Burning calories: running burns about 100 calories per mile 



The Golden Rules of Running
•Wait for about two hours after a meal before running

•Start every run with 10 minutes of walking and slow running, and do 
the same to cool down

•If something hurts for two straight days while running, take two days
off

•Don’t eat or drink anything unusual before or during a race or hard
workout



Stiftsgymanium St. Paul im Lavanttal
Erasmus+ Working Group 8 a / 8 b

School Year 2016/2017
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Pia – Laura – Theresa – Matthias – Theresa –
Martin – Simone – Verena – Melanie – Andreas –

Christian – Anja – Luca – Eva –
Felix – Rainer – Anna



THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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